
Dark Light

Irreprehensible, the Dark Light calls fear alive 
for the contest has started
Your shield will be tested
Can you withstand the vicious trick appearing as shame

Disbelief has not inspired me to block
no….. no I can’t believe the ruse

Why give it the time as your woman power is the most 
precious of all commodities
your sensibilities will be shattered
Can you face the consequences of a malicious rumor
and those seeded projections 
wagging your world manifest

People lining up behind the man 
he appears stainless, almost holy in public
Your character will be questioned
Can you defend yourself from unmet strangers and friends
who haven’t seen the half of it
but have been given a good ear whooping

Conjured by your fright and his incantations
monsters meant to deter your stance
martial the most primal of your capabilities
dispel the illusion looking for foothold

Turn to face your near-field opponents
reflected squarely in that which divides
make them the servant of your fortitude
and render them unreal

Repeated onslaught has inspired me to awaken
yes….. yes I can see that more is coming up on the horizon



This, something you were meant to conquer
thrown into a pit of crocodiles
Your steadiness will be honed
Can you rise up to kick out all dubiety
in dangerous circumstances
that call you front and center

Your arms stand in defiance, 
your voice sounds the alarm
Your armor is here steeled
Will you sustain this truth and transparency…..
Closing all doors where the false has entered
I disappear like a wisp at this story’s end

From under the kings chamber,
present, we meet the shadows head on
and all that has previously evaded me
is cast into the “DARK LIGHT.”

Here and now…..
enveloping completely, in unseen 
shades of luminosity
no longer avoiding the fray off axis
I find that I’m suddenly center
balancing between the Queen’s poles
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